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New trends in recommender systems face new challenges as group recommen-

dation, in which users give their preferences over items and the system provides
recommendations for a group of known users. In certain types of groups, it often

occurs that several members do not agree on their preferences over some items

so their inclusion in the group recommender system (GRS) may mislead the
recommendation results. In this contribution a technique to detect and filter

conflictive ratings before their use in the recommendation process is proposed
and then its performance evaluated by using a well known recommendation

dataset. The results show that rating filtering leads to improvements on GRSs

performance.

1. Introduction

A recommender system1(RS) is a tool that helps users on situations where

an overwhelming amount of choices exists and there is no possibility of

examining all of them to pick the best one in a reasonable time. Hereby,

a RS tries to filter the possible choices by using a set of items for which

customer already tried and provided his/her preference about them, trying

to predict the best items fitting his/her current needs.

There exist many recommendation techniques,2 but a simple, effective

and widespread technique is collaborative filtering with k-nearest neighbors

(kNN-CF). In kNN-CF the recommendations are computed by finding sim-

ilar users (neighborhood) to the target user and combine their ratings to

compute a prediction for the items that the target user did not experience

yet, then the top-n items are recommended (see Fig. 1).

Among the new trends in RS,2 such as context awareness, multiple di-

mensions recomendations, natural noise, etc; we focus our research on group

recommender systems3 (GRS) which look for suitable recommendations for

groups of users (related or not). Usually GRSs suggest products whose
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purchase or use have a social component to be enjoyed by several people

together, such as watch a movie,1 listen to music4 or travelling.5

Group recommendations are specially challenging in random groups

whose members could have different opinions/preferences over the products.

This contribution proposes a group recommender technique that pre-filters

conflictive opinions in the group for improving group satisfaction regarding

the recommendations.

The contribution is structured as follows: section 2 reviews concepts on

GRS, section 3 describes the proposed technique for GRS, section 4 shows

a case study and section 5 concludes the contribution.

2. Group recommender systems

This section explains the basic concepts on GRS, describing the inputs

and basic techniques for group recommendation. Most of RSs use three

types of information: users’ data (U = {u1, . . . , un}), products’ data (I =

{i1, . . . , im}) and users’ ratings over the products, to describe how satisfied

is a user regarding a particular item (R ⊆ U × I → D, D rating domain).
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Fig. 1. Single user recommendation kNN-CF.

RSs try to predict ratings for unrated items to perform recommen-

dation using these data. GRS extends RS such that, instead of recom-

mending to one user, recommendations are targeted to groups of users

(G = {m1, . . . ,mr} ⊆ U). There exists different modes of group recom-

mendation, such as recommending groups to a user for joining6 or finding

the most suitable group of users for a target item,7 but we focus on recom-

mending items to a target group of users. Formally, group recommendation

consists on finding the item (or set of items) that maximizes the rating

prediction for the group of users:

GroupRecommendation(I,G) = arg max
ij∈I

[Prediction(ij , G)] (1)

There are two basic tecnhiques8 for GRS: (i) model aggregation,4 which

consists on aggregating individual ratings of each member to compute an
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aggregated group rating profile and perform individual recommendation for

this pseudo-user ; and (ii) prediction aggregation,1,9,10 which computes the

list of recommendations for each member and aggregates them into a single

group recommendation list (see Fig. 2).

Group members preferences
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Fig. 2. Group recommendation with prediction aggregation.

Both techniques can aggregate information about a particular item, in

which one or several members of the group fully disagreed. In this situation,

the group’s recommendations are biased negatively.

3. Filtering dissagreements in group recommender systems

In this section, a novel GRS technique is introduced, which filters out items

with a high level of disagreement among group members to avoid the biased

recommendations aforementioned. Therefore, the application of a filtering

process to eliminate disagreement on members ratings might help to im-

prove the recommendation process.

Even though there are different situations for disagreements this con-

tribution, due to page limit, is focused on the following situation: groups

whose members agreed in most product ratings but disagreed in a small set

of items. In this situation the use of data about disagreed items can highly

vary the recommendations.

The proposed method is structured in two phases:

(1) The dissagreement of each member rating (see Equation 2) is computed.

Disagreement(ru,i) = |{RG−{u},i} − ru,i|, u ∈ G (2)

where ru,i is the rating of user u over item i, RG−{u},i is the set of

ratings from group G members over the same item i without ru,i.

(2) Members ratings with dissagreement greater than certain threshold µ

are removed from the data used afterwards to compute the group rec-

ommendations.

Several special cases should be considered in this situation:
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(a) Items rated by g ≤ n members: they should not be filtered out. This

case is shown in Fig. 3, i1.

(b) Items with fully disagreement of all members: all their ratings over the

same item can be removed (remove item from group data) or keep an

aggregated rating for the item. This is controlled by parameter Keep

One Rating (KR). This case is shown in Fig. 3, i3.

(c) Avoid group data deletion: a Maximum Percentage of Deletions (MPD)

should be fixed or avoid this technique in datasets whose members are

totally different.

Therefore, the proposed technique avoids controversial items, specially

when KR parameter is set to false. This way, the filtering technique may

reduce item coverage in order to gain prediction accuracy.
Group members preferences
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Fig. 3. Group recommendation with prediction aggregation and filtering.

4. Evaluation and results

To validate the proposed method, memory based kNN-CF algorithm with

prediction aggregation using least misery1 is taken as baseline technique

and is compared with different configurations for the proposed method.

GroupLens Researcha in University of Minnesota provides a number

of datasets for RS in the movies domain. In this experiment, ml-100k is

used. For our purposes, it is needed to have information about groups of

users, which MovieLens dataset does not provide. The group formation

technique used selects random groups of a fixed number of members and

the group sizes evaluated are 3, 5, 7 and 9. Hold-out validation scheme

has been applied with 20%test, performing 100 independent executions.

On each execution, 100 different groups were generated.

The proposed technique has four parameters:

(1) n: minimum members rating an item, n = 1 is used.

(2) MPD: ensure sufficient information for the GRS, MPD = 80% is used.

(3) µ: maximum disagreement value of ratings mantained, µ ={1.0, 2.0,

3.0} are tested.

ahttp://grouplens.org/
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(4) KR: to decide what to do in special case 2: true to use an aggregated

rating, false to remove all item ratings. Both cases tested.

The evaluation measure applied is MAE, to measure prediction error.

The described experiment was executed in AMD Opteron 6272 with 16GB

RAM. It took 8h 58m and its CPU process time was 7d 9h 18m.

Fig. 4. Mean Average Error by group sizes.

In terms of algorithm performance, Fig. 4 shows the different configu-

rations MAE by group size. As it shows, the proposed technique improves

the baseline results for all parameter combinations.

Regarding the disagrement threshold, the smaller µ the better prediction

(error decreases). This shows that as the filtering technique is applied in

a stronger way (allows less disagreement, hence it deletes more ratings),

the error decreases. Given that the experiment has been carried out with

µ ={1.0, 2.0, 3.0} and the best prediction error is with µ = 1.0, further

experimentation is needed to determine if there is a value for µ between 0

and 1.0 that improves the results.

Looking at the results over different values for KR parameter, we can

affirm that keeping a rating of movies on which there is no consensus is bad

for the technique performance. Therefore, if an item is too controversial for

the group, is better to remove all members ratings about it and perform

group recommendation without it.

The proposed technique improves the baseline results for all group sizes,

being µ = 1.0 and KR = false the best configuration for the tried group

sizes, so filtering outlier ratings is a technique to consider in GRSs.
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5. Conclusions

In this work, a filtering technique for group recommender systems is defined.

This filtering process deletes users’ ratings when members of the group do

not agree on its preference. Therefore the proposed filtering process keeps

ratings whose preferences agreed by the group and removes those ones with

high disagreement. This technique has been compared with the baseline

technique and shows improvements, which shows that disagreement ratings

deletion improves recommendations results.
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